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A passenger’s story of fighting for her—and everyone else’s—
rescue from the cruise ship with the first major outbreak of 
COVID-19 outside China.  
 
What happens when you find yourself at the epicenter of a global 
crisis over a contagious new virus? Bestselling writer Gay Courter 
and her filmmaker husband learned the answer to that question in 
early February 2020, just as they were about to disembark from the 
Diamond Princess in Tokyo after a dazzling two-week southeast 
Asian cruise.  
 
Weeks before lockdowns and social distancing became the new 
normal, the Courters and their shipmates suddenly found 
themselves trapped in a posh penitentiary—courtesy of the Japanese 
Ministry of Health. 
 
Confined to their cabin and its balcony, they watched in terror as 
more and more sick and contagious passengers were loaded into 
ambulances and the world’s press swarmed the port. 
 
Rather than passively endure their nightmare-come-true, they 
launched a campaign to get themselves and everyone else off the 
ship. With the help of the global media and some well-placed 
connections, they managed to influence high-ranking U.S. 
government officials—right up to and including the White House—
to bring everyone home to safety.  
 
Quarantine! is the insider’s book on the Diamond Princess episode, a 
suspenseful real-life drama recounting Gay and Phil’s twelve-day 
ordeal aboard ship, their tenacious efforts to get the U.S. 
government to repatriate them and other Americans, and their 
additional fifteen-day quarantine under federal orders behind chain-
link fencing at the pointedly less-than-posh Lackland Air Force Base 
in Texas.  
 
The COVID-19 crisis has affected the entire world. In her inimitable, 
long-admired voice, Gay Courter tells how it feels to wonder if you 
will be the next victim.  
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Novelist, nonfiction author, and filmmaker Gay Courter has been 
traveling the world since age six, when her family left the U.S. to 
spend several years in Japan and Taiwan. Her first cruise, as a 
child, was aboard the famed Ile de France. Together, she and her 
husband, Philip, have taken twenty-one cruises, on nine different 
lines, including ten Princess ships. She did research for her latest 
novel, The Girl in the Box, aboard the Diamond Princess in 2017. 
 
Gay and Phil own Courter Films & Associates, based in Crystal 
River, Florida. They have produced more than three hundred 
documentary, educational, and corporate films and won numerous 
awards, including two Emmys. 
 
Before the COVID-19 pandemic curtailed travel, Gay and Phil had several 
international adventures each year. Gay’s travel articles for the Creators Syndicate go 
out to two thousand publications with about forty million readers. 
 
Millions of copies of Gay Courter’s books have sold. Her novels The Midwife, River of 
Dreams, Code Ezra, and Flowers in the Blood made the New York Times bestseller list.  
 
In the award-winning I Speak for This Child: True Stories of a Child Advocate, Gay 
recounts her twenty-five years as a volunteer appointed to help neglected and abused 
children in the Florida courts. The publication of that book led to many television 
appearances, including on Today, Good Morning America, and 20/20, and speaking 
engagements throughout the U.S. 
 
This experience, as well as book tours for her novels, helped prepare her for the 
successful media campaign she and Phil launched, with the aid of their three adult 
children and Bobbie Carlton and her team at Carlton PR and Marketing, asking for 
the help of the U.S. government to evacuate them and other Americans from the 
Diamond Princess as the number of cases of the yet-unnamed novel coronavirus grew 
day by day.  
 
In addition to the more than 150 interviews with media outlets from around the 
globe that Gay and Phil did while under quarantine in Japan and Texas, Gay wrote 
two op-eds for the Washington Post and an article for The Atlantic.  
 
See quarantinediamondprincess.com for more about Quarantine! and for updates on 
Phil’s companion documentary, Quarantine! How We Survived the Diamond Princess 
Coronavirus Crisis. See gaycourter.com for more about Gay and her previous books.   
 
  



 
 
 
 
 

 
A Conversation with Gay Courter: 

 
Q: What inspired you to write Quarantine!? 
A: While my husband, Phil, and I were in quarantine on Lackland Air Force Base in San 
Antonio, Texas, I hit a low point being forced to stay in a damp, small motel room.  My 
son Blake tried to cheer me up by saying, “Mom, you have what every writer wants: You 
can’t leave for two weeks and you have a great story to tell.”  Over the next four days, I 
wrote a book proposal and my agent sold it right away. 
 
 
Q: How has the Diamond Princess quarantine changed your life?  
A: Nobody expects a luxury cruise to lead to an international public health crisis that 
turns you into de facto prisoners without legal recourse and forces you to confront your 
mortality.  While most passengers felt they could not change the circumstances, I believed 
that we were not powerless as long as we could be heard. In the end, we did make an 
impact on bringing the Americans—and shortly thereafter everyone—home.  It renewed 
my faith in the power of words to effect change. 
 
 
Q: How did you feel when the ship’s captain announced on February 3, just before 
your two-week cruise was about to end, that someone who had been on board 
tested positive for the novel coronavirus we now know as COVID-19?  
A:  Though we knew it existed, we never believed that the coronavirus was a threat to us 
personally until we heard that a passenger who disembarked in Hong Kong had tested 
positive. We figured that our chances of getting sick were extremely low. It wasn’t until 
two days later—by now under Japanese-government-ordered quarantine—when we 
heard that more than 200 people had potential symptoms and 10 tested positive, that we 
started to worry.  Our concern escalated each day as more and more people were taken 
away in ambulances and the number of cases grew exponentially. 
 
 
Q: How did you use the global media to help facilitate your rescue?  
A: Not only did we get worldwide coverage for our plight—and that of everyone else on 
board, including the crew—but several networks and publications followed up the whole 
time, promising to stay with us until we were home. Word filtered back to us through 
friends with top connections in Washington in both the White House and State 
Department that our voices were being heard and influencing the decision to send the 
planes for the Americans. CNN, CNBC, NBC, ABC, Fox, local Tampa Bay stations, the 
Washington Post, and the New York Times were especially helpful. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Q: What was the most impactful interview you did while you were aboard the ship?    
A: Motoko Rich, Tokyo Bureau Chief of the New York Times, followed the story daily and 
had a good grasp of the political situation in both Japan and the U.S.  I spoke with her 
almost every day, sharing our experiences on the ship, and she shared what she heard on 
her side.  We credit the Times, along with CNN, the BBC, and others for their in-depth 
coverage and being on the scene.   
 
 
Q: What were the most difficult parts of your quarantine experiences on the 
Diamond Princess and at Lackland Air Force Base? 
A: On the Diamond Princess we had a balcony overlooking the pier. This was good for 
fresh air, but it also meant we witnessed the constant stream of ambulances taking people 
away.  We were fearful for them and also for ourselves, because we had no idea how 
people confined to their rooms were getting the coronavirus.  Phil and I knew that if one 
of us became ill, we would be separated, have difficulty contacting each other, not be 
able to communicate well with the medical staff, and possibly die alone. At Lackland we 
felt physically safer, but we weren’t permitted to leave our motel rooms, were surrounded 
by armed Federal marshals, and felt as if we were being punished for a crime we didn’t 
commit.  That was the emotional low point for me. 
 
 
Q: What do you hope readers take away from Quarantine!?  
A: We are all more interconnected than ever before. We can quickly gather and share 
information and find out how many degrees of separation we are from those who can 
help in an emergency.  Humans are hard-wired to assist each other, so never hesitate to 
let everyone know when you or someone you care about has extraordinary needs that 
require high-level intervention—whether it is from a disaster like a fire or flood, a 
medical crisis, or an international incident.   
 
 
Q: What is something people would be surprised to learn about you?  
A: While I am not athletic and am perfectly happy writing all day, I am a bit of a 
daredevil.  I’ve been a skydiver, soloed in an airplane, and done ocean crossings in small 
sailboats.  In order to be a good writer, you have to be able to “dance naked on a table”—
so yes, I admit to that too! 
 
 
Q: What is the best piece of advice anyone’s ever given you?  
A: I was at the airport with my father, who traveled internationally for his business into 
his nineties. Our flight had been delayed and he said, “When you travel, you’re in a zone I 
call ‘limbo’ because you’re trapped in a system you can’t control.  All you can do is relax 
and let it happen around you until you arrive.”  Recalling these words helped me through 
the bizarre evacuation flight from Japan to quarantine in Texas in a cargo plane with 
porta-potties and infectious people on board. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Praise for Gay Courter: 
 
 
I Speak for this Child: True Stories of a Child Advocate 
 
“Courter charts a fascinating—and frequently heartbreaking—course through the 
tangled legal and personal circumstances of her case families... a personal, 
unabashed call to action.” 
      —San Francisco Chronicle 
 
 
The Midwife (A Book-of-the-Month Alternate Selection) 
 
“It kept me up until four in the morning... the author, to use a timeless phrase, 
knows how to tell a story.”  
      —Washington Post  
 
“A fiery Jewish heroine... a story filled with crescendos.”  
       
      —Booklist  
 
 
The Midwife’s Advice  
 
“The trials and tribulations of Hannah Sokolow, beautiful Russian immigrant and 
pioneer sex therapist, could be the stuff from which television miniseries are 
made.” 
 
      —New York Times Book Review 
 
Flowers in the Blood 
 
“A novel of Jews in India... Compelling, informative, absorbing.”  
 
      —New York Times 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
“Gripping... Creates a mesmerizing reality, subtly etched with historical detail.” 
 
      —Booklist  
 
“Exhilarating... Suspenseful.”  
 
      —Kirkus Reviews 
 
 
Code Ezra (A Literary Guild Dual Main Selection) 
 
“Awesome... one of the year’s best spy novels... intrigue, love and revenge!” 
 
      —Cincinnati Inquirer  
 
“As good as the best of Le Carré!” 
      —Milwaukee Journal  
 
“An absorbing thriller!”  
 
      —New York Times  
 
 
River of Dreams (A Book-of-the-Month Featured Alternate) 
 
“You will float with fascination down Gay Courter’s River of Dreams... through the 
landscape she explores brilliantly, from village to plantation to the complex social 
and business worlds of Rio.”  
 
      —Washington Post  
 
“Intricate, colorful and entertaining.”  
 
      —New York Times   
 
 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 


